In the conjunction of companies, the Conference on

INNOVATION, MARKET COMPETITION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

December 9-10, 2016

REGISTRATION FORM

Full Name
Designation
University/Company
Mailing Address
City State Pin code
Phone (M) (R)
E-Mail
Whether presenting paper YES NO
If yes, title of the paper

Whether accommodation required AC (Rs. 2500/day) Non-AC (Rs. 1500/day) Hostel (Rs. 750/day)

Academician: Rs. 4000 US $200 Corporate: Rs. 5,500 Ph.D. Scholar Rs. 2,000 Student: Rs. 750 US$100

Draft Details Bank Draft No.
Dated Signature

Note: The fee mentioned above is for Early Bird registration up to 31st October, 2016

The Registration Form and Draft may kindly be sent to Dr. Sourabh Sharma/Dr. Manit Mishra, International Management Institute, Bhubaneswar 751003, Odisha, India. E-mail: conference@imibh.edu.in. In case of RTGS/NEFT transfer, email to conference convener (conference@imibh.edu.in) providing the following details: Name and Designation of the Participant, Bank Name, UTR Number, Date of Transfer, Amount of Transfer.